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ABSTRACT
With the ever-increasing demand for data transmission in our generation where Internet
and cloud concepts play a vital role, it has become very essential that we handle data in a
most efficient way. A possible solution to overcome the capacity crunch problem which is
so evident in future, is applications of Space Division Multiplexing, where we explore the
remaining unused domain that is the spatial domain. Space Division Multiplexing using
multi-core fibers (MCFs), and few-mode fibers (FMFs) has been studied in our work to en-
hance the data-carrying capacity of optical fibers, while minimizing the transmission cost
per bit. The objective of our work is to develop a path protection scheme to handle commu-
nication requests in data center (DC) networks using elastic optical networking and space
division multiplexing (SDM). Our approach to this problem is to 1) determine a dedicated
primary and backup path, 2) possible allocation of spectrum using the flex-grid fixed-SDM
model, 3) choose the best possible modulation format to minimize the number of sub carri-
ers needed for data transfer, 4) measure the cost of the resources required to handle the new
requests. We propose to evaluate the developed Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formu-
lation based on this scheme, considering the possibility of disasters. We study the impact
of the design on the cost of the solution, hence explore whether it promotes significant
resource savings.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The networks in which the dominant physical layer of technology for transport is optical
fiber is known as optical networks. They can either be opaque or all-optical, or can be
single-wavelength or based on dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) [2]. In
simple terms, it can be defined as a means of communication in which the electrical signal
is converted into modulated optical signals for communicating data from specified source
nodes to specified destination nodes in the network. The medium of communication is
optical fiber cables. Optical networks are considered to be dominant in the information and
communication (ICT) sector because of their all-optical approach for a wide-area network,
where the required information can be transmitted in the optical domain between nodes and
at a distance of thousands of kilometers, without any conversion to the electrical domain.
Optical fibers provide us with a higher rate of data communication, compared to copper
cables. Also, it is cheap and is more resilient towards electromagnetic interference, and
is capable of covering longer distances. We know optical fibers can provide a bandwidth
capacity of the order of Gigabytes per second (Gbps) [3]. Furthermore, a capacity from
40 Gbps to 100 Gbps per channel is now commercially available in backbone networks
in Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [3]. WDM is an optical technique where
we can combine optical signals of different wavelengths onto a single strand of the optical
fiber. This is achieved by adding multiplexer at the transmitters end and demultiplexer at
the receivers end [4]. It combined two signals at a time on a single strand of the fiber
earlier in 1978, when this technology was introduced, but now technology has enabled
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a combination of up to 160 signals on a single strand of fiber at the same time. This
advancement in technology has helped in increasing the capacity of the network without
having to install more fibers.
The inflexible nature of WDM networks create limitations on network utilization. They
require preallocated bandwidth request for a connection, even when the data rate claimed
for the communication is not sufficient to fill the entire data carrying capacity of that band-
width. Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology has recently
come up as a promising technology for future high-speed optical transmission. The modu-
lation technique used in OFDM achieves better spectral efficiency (i.e., how much data rate
can be supported for a limited spectral bandwidth [5]) and impairment tolerance [6], it de-
livers the required capacity of bandwidth depending on the demand size. Thus, higher
bandwidth capacity with an order of Terabits per second (Tbps) can be achieved with
OFDM.
With the rapid advancement of technology, a lot of progress has been made in find-
ing innovative ways to increase the data-carrying capacity of a single optical fiber, hence
minimize the number of fibers used [7]. There are several possible methods for increas-
ing transmission capacity over fixed bandwidth, but most of which are already in use [8].
Hence researchers wish to explore the one remaining unused dimension, which the spa-
tial dimension. Thus, space division multiplexing (SDM) in optical networks seems to be
coming up as a promising solution with the potential to overcome the possible capacity
crunch problem in the backbone networks. In SDM, a single fiber is replaced with mul-
tiple fiber and used in parallel. This enables higher data transmission by using the same
resources simultaneously, thus saving both time and resources. Researchers have been suc-
cessful in exploring their attempt to optimize multiplexing in time, wavelength, phase, and
polarization. Nowadays commercial systems utilize all the four dimensions to send more
information through a single fiber [9].
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1.2 Motivation
Optical networks form an integral part of current communications networks, carrying
information anywhere starting from a few kilometers to miles on a transcontinental scale.
Earlier in the 1980s, when fiber technology started to substitute copper wire, the first gen-
eration systems operated at bit rates of 40 Mb/s and required support from repeaters every
10 km. But todays technologically updated networks offer 100 Gb/s per wavelength [3].
However the increase in data traffic with the growth of smart devices, video-based appli-
cations and developments shows no signs of decreasing. The first step towards solving the
capacity crunch problem is to explore the different modulation formats to obtain higher
spectral efficiency. Going any further would in theory require the use of super-channels
that include multiple sub-bands beyond the 50 GHz grid [10]. Even after so much advance-
ment, the data transfer capacity remains limited, 400 Gb/s and 1 Tb/s running on legacy
systems will be inadequate to bridge distances greater than 2,000 km in long links with
high spectral efficiency [4]. These issues lead to a maximum achievable spectral efficiency
for 2000 km for a single-mode fiber (fibers allowing a single light signal to propagate) of
less than 7 bit/s/Hz [10] - the With traffic volumes increasing by around 40 percent each
year, it hints that optical networks face a capacity crunch unless a step-up in technology
can be achieved [4]. There are many ways to increase optical transmission system capacity
over a fixed bandwidth, and most of them are already being used, including modulation us-
ing different amplitude levels, two orthogonal subcarriers (cosine and sine modulation) and
polarization [11]. Space-division multiplexing has been proposed as a solution to enhance
the capacity minimizing the cost per bit of fiber-optic transmission [11] [12].
3
1.3 Problem Statement & Solution Outline
Earlier Wavelength Division Multiplexing has been used for nearly a decade to come
with communication schemes when one or more components failed in traditional networks
when a disaster occurs. But with the advent of cloud computing, people now can access
similar applications through the Internet irrespective of their physical locations. Cloud can
be said to be a virtual data repository. It refers to accessing computer, information technol-
ogy (IT), and software applications through a network connection, often by accessing data
centers using wide area networking (WAN) or Internet connectivity [13]. Cloud computing
increases productivity, helps increase cash flow and contributes to many more benefits such
as flexibility, disaster recovery, security and likewise. Hence we can say technology has
almost migrated to clouds now. With this it has become necessary to maintain all the data
in the cloud somewhere, so that it is accessible to anyone anywhere as promised. Thus we
came up with the concept of data center (DC) which can be defined as a centralized repos-
itory which possibly maybe physical or virtual for maintenance of data [14]. Approaches
had to be modified from WDM when it started involving DCs as it takes into account mul-
tiple files stored in multiple locations. Hence, it has drifted to Elastic optical networking
which allows each communication to dynamically adjust its resources (e.g., the optical
bandwidth and modulation format), depending on bandwidth requirements and transmis-
sion characteristics for the communication [15]. Most of the existing work on DCs focuses
on static lightpath allocation where the lightpath are setup before the network starts oper-
ating. However presently it is expected that lightpaths should be created on user demand
and resources should be restored after the communication is over, so that we can reuse the
same resources for a different communication now. In our thesis we extend this approach
to SDM where we allocate bandwidths for subcarriers or contiguous optical carriers (OCs),
each using a certain modulation format and carrying a fraction of the aggregated traffic in
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a fiber instead of lightpaths [15]. We consider a dynamic scenarios where, in response to
each request for communication, the corresponding communication scheme is determined.
Also, our approach takes data replication into account as a DC network must store multiple
copies of each file in the network, so that at least one copy of each file is guaranteed to
be available to handle any request for that file, even after a disaster happens. Not much
progress has been made in this field earlier.
1.4 Scope of thesis
In the optical networking group, Dr. Al Mamoori has been investigating problems on
SDM for DC networks. She has proposed an Integer linear programming (ILP) as well
as a heuristic method to solve the resilient SDM data center network design problem for
dynamic traffic [16]. In her thesis, she presented her experiments in for the heuristic ap-
proach but the performance of the optimal solution has not been studied yet. In this thesis,
we would focus on the optimal results and also study the performance comparison with the
heuristic approach.
1.5 Structure of thesis
The remaining thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we have reviewed basic
concepts of optical networks based on SDM, the notion of disaster resilient techniques and
data center networks. The algorithm for the data center network design is given in the
form of an Integer Linear Program in the thesis of Dr. Al Mamoori. We have presented
our proposed approach in Chapter 3. In order to make this thesis self contained, a detailed
explanation of the ILP formulation is also given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is the primary
contribution of this thesis and describes the implementation details of our approach, the
simulation results, with critical comments. Chapter 5 provides the summary concluding
5
the thesis along with the directions of possible future work.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED TOPICS
2.1 Fundamentals of Optical Networks
Over the past score of years, networks are known to have evolved from being relatively
static, having fairly homogeneous traffic to being more configurable and carrying a het-
erogeneous number of services. Computer communication had started with copper wires
as the medium that carry electrical signals, encoding the data to be transmitted from one
device to another. Copper had many limitations as a medium of communication (e.g., most
of the energy used to get wasted in the form of heat [12]). The tremendous increase in
the need to communicate large volumes of data over the years increased the need of high
speed networks with huge bandwidth. In the last two decades, enormous advancements
have been made for using alternative media for communication. Hence, an optical network
can be defined as a technological arrangement of signals that connects more than a single
computer or any other devices which can generate or store data in electronic format using
optical fibers [12]. It consists of a number of nodes which are interconnected using opti-
cal fibers and possesses the ability to carry out communication across the network using
optical signals. It can be used for both local area networks as well as wide area networks.
It can carry large amounts of data at high speed and over long distances. Not only does it
provide a higher capacity but is also cost effective, hence can be efficiently used for new
applications on the Internet, cloud computing, or other multimedia interaction [2].
7
Figure 2.1: Optical Cable
2.1.1 Components of Optical fiber
An optical fiber is made of five parts.
• Core - The first layer in the fiber is the core. It is made up of silica. [12]
• Cladding - The second layer is the protective sheath, it is called cladding. It
helps in prevention of data loss as it increases the cores total internal reflection
[17].
• Plastic Coating - A plastic coat is wrapped around the fiber to reinforce the
core and cladding for the third layer [17].
• Strengthening fibers - For added support, the fourth layer of the fiber cable is
made of strengthening fibers.
• Cable jacket - Lastly the outer layer of the fiber is wrapped in a cable jacket
to protect against elements [17]. The cladding has a lower refractive index,
compared to the core, to keep the light signals inside the core [17]. Optical
signals travel down a fiber-optic cable by bouncing repeatedly off the bound-
ary between core and cladding. When an optical signal hits glass at an angle
less than the critical angle [18], it reflects back in again due to total internal
reflection. A very minimal loss during transmission allows Optical Fibers to
8
transmit light or data quickly over long distances.
2.1.2 Total Internal Reflection
Total internal reflection occurs when a propagating light wave strikes a surface or a
medium at an angle which is larger than a particular critical angle with respect to the normal
to the surface. The index of refraction of an optical material or glass is a measure of the
speed of the light in the material, and any change in this index of refraction causes light
to bend [18]. Refraction causes light to be reflected from the surface after a certain angle;
hence this reflection is used by the optical fiber to trap light in the core of the fiber, which
has a proper index of refraction.
Figure 2.2: Total Internal Reflection
2.2 Cloud Computing
With significant advancements in Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
over the last half-century, our generation seems to have migrated to cloud computing.
Cloud computing is, in fact, being transformed into a model consisting of services that
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are commoditized and delivered like traditional utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and
telephony [18]. Clouds are nothing but remotely hosted servers on the Internet. We can ac-
cess any resource or data irrespective of location, time or device if at all we are connected
to the Internet [19]. It is a high capacity Internet-based computing which requires large
data centers to store data. Cloud computing is a techno-scientifically distributed computing
model; it differs from a traditional one as 1) it is largely scalable, 2) it can be encapsulated
as an abstract entity that delivers various levels of services to customers outside the Cloud,
3) it is driven by markets of scale [44], and 4) the services can be dynamically configured
(via virtualization or other approaches) and delivered on demand. Lately, industry leaders,
research institutes, also Government are up to adopting Cloud Computing to solve their
ever increasing computing and storage problems arising in the Internet Age [20].
2.3 Data Center
Presently, it is standard practice to reach content across the Internet autonomously with-
out reference to the underlying hosting infrastructure of the Internet. This foundation
consists of data centers that are observed, controlled and maintained around the clock by
content providers. Providers such as IBM, Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Salesforce, have
started to establish new data centers for hosting Cloud computing applications in several lo-
cations across the world to provide redundancy and secure reliability in case of disasters or
site failures. A data center serves as a central computing/data storage resource to handle an
organizations equipment, data resources, IT operations, storage and distribution of its data.
Data centers house a networks most critical systems and are essential to the continuation of
daily actions. Hence, the security and reliability of data centers and their information are
of a prime priority to organizations [21].
The information we access over the Internet or say information we share over Internet,
taking social networking sites like Facebook or Twitter as a common example, these data
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are stored somewhere in the cloud. Organizations use data centers for the same purpose.
Along with that, IT operations can be characterized as a crucial aspect in most organi-
zational procedures around the world. Business continuity of a company relies on their
respective information system department to run their operations [1]. To save a company’s
operations from catastrophic failure, it is necessary to provide a reliable IT infrastructure.
Also, information security of a company is one their important concern, hence a data center
also has to offer a safe environment which minimizes the chances of a security breach [1].
Figure 2.3: Data Center Server [1]
2.4 Disaster
Any accident or a natural catastrophe which causes major damage or interrupts the nor-
mal flow of activities is called a disaster. It may occur over a small area or can spread over
a relatively larger area. In the context of optical networks, we might want to describe it
as any natural or man-made phenomenon which disrupts the data flow in an information
system. Examples of natural disasters may be an earthquake or tsunami, fiber cuts during
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earth moving operations are disasters to be anticipated.
2.4.1 Types of failures during a disaster
• Link Failure- A single link goes down at a time (fiber cut)
Figure 2.4: Link failure between node 2 and node 5
• Node Failure- All links to/from node go down simultaneously.
Figure 2.5: All the links connected to node 3 fails
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2.5 Faults in Optical Network
The Internet has become associated with all aspects of modern life, and the significance
of a network interruption is considered a serious problem. It is observed that the Internet is
not sufficiently resilient and survivable, and thus significant research is in progress to im-
prove the situation. The objective of setting up a resilient network is to decrease the proba-
bility of a fault occurrence which might lead to failure in communicating data. This may be
done by reducing the impact of an adverse event on network services. These defenses can
be identified by developing and analyzing the threats. Therefore, the main techniques for
designing disaster-resilient optical networks are to provide geographically diverse multiple
paths for communication, so that the network can continue communication avoiding the
parts of the network affected by a disaster. The next criterion for successfully designing a
disaster-resilient optical network is to detect an adverse event or condition when it occurs.
In this regard, the individual components such as routers can detect disasters and can de-
termine when and where the defense mechanisms have failed. There are different ways to
determine if there is a fault in the network. In the case of a disaster, an alternate path, called
the backup path, can be used to overcome the effects of the disaster.
2.6 File Replication
The concept of saving multiple copies of files at various data centers in a cloud is called
file replication. It is typically measured in Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery
Point Objective (RPO). There might be various reasons why we might need to have replicas
of the files in the data center. As example, there might occur a scenario where the shortest
distance between two locations is greater than the maximum possible length of the cable. In
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such scenarios we might want to fetch the data from the nearest data center. Other relevant
reason can be the occurrence of a disaster (e.g., an earthquake or a landslide). To recover
from a disaster, our primary responsibility is to restore the technological environment back
to an operational level within a designated time frame [22]. This time frame is generally
pre-determined by the requirements of the company or the institute [22]. Data loss depends
on the time it takes to restore and reestablish the operational environment [22]. Earlier data
replication was done by keeping a copy or backup of the data to remote sites. Whereas,
data replication now refers more to almost immediately accessible data stored in multiple
locations over the cloud. For large scale replication, it is mainly done for cloud based
systems using data centers. [22].
• Replication strategy when a file f is requested in a fault free network:
Figure 2.6: Communication in fault free network
There are multiple paths a route may select for successful data transmission. If
we consider the above network topology in (Fig. 2.6), we see that there more
than one paths are available, when data is requested from node 5 (just showing
two paths from data center 3 and 2 in the above figure).
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• Replication strategy when a file f is requested in a network affected by a dis-
aster:
Figure 2.7: All the links connected to node 3 fails
If we consider the above network in (Fig. 2.7), when node 5 requests the file
f , it was previously fetched from data center 3. But now if node 3 is affected
by a disaster, a backup path from a new data center (which has a copy of file f )
may be used.
2.7 Optical OFDM
The ever-increasing growth in data traffic requires more efficient and robust transmission
methodology for data communication at more than 100 Gbps. Hence, it becomes necessary
to reduce the total bandwidth requirement for data transmission. To achieve that investiga-
tors have investigated some technology other than WDM. Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) has appeared as a promising alternative to WDM. The main reason
is that, with OFDM, the elastic nature of the technology means that each user will be al-
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lotted exactly as much bandwidth he/she requires. OFDM-based spectrum-sliced elastic
optical path network (SLICE) has higher spectrum efficiency compared to WDM because
of the granularity of the sub-carrier frequencies. OFDM works for communication re-
quests, which requires a larger bandwidth due to its elastic bandwidth allocation property
and possess a better spectral efficiency and impairment tolerance [4]. In this technique, the
spectrum on a fiber is split into a number of small bandwidths called the subcarriers. Each
bandwidth is maintained by a modulated subcarrier. Each subcarrier carries a relatively low
data rate signal that modulates the signal [23]. The number of subcarriers gets allocated
according to the request. More than one contiguous subcarriers gets allocated when a con-
nection demands a capacity larger than a single OFDM subcarrier. In this way, only the part
of the available bandwidth on each fiber is used, as opposed to the WDM technique. Unlike
in WDM technology, where fixed spacing is ensured between two carrier wavelengths to
avoid interference within two signals, in OFDM technology, subcarriers overlap with one
another. Due to the orthogonality principle of OFDM, the signals do not interfere with each
other.
Figure 2.8: Spectrum of WDM
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Figure 2.9: Spectrum of OFDM
2.8 Orthogonality Principle in OFDM
We see that in OFDM technology, subcarriers overlap with each other. The information
on a specific subcarrier, however, does not get overlapped up with the other subcarrier,
even though these subcarriers are overlapping. As shown in the figure 5 when a subcarrier
is considered at its peak, other subcarriers have zero crossing at that particular point. Thus,
information is only being read when the subcarrier is at its peak level. This certainly avoids
the interference of two signals. The use of orthogonal subcarriers allows usage of more
subcarriers per bandwidth which in turn increases the spectral efficiency.
Figure 2.10: Orthogonality in OFDM
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2.9 Routing and Spectrum Allocation
For a given network topology, a route and a spectrum has to be allocated to each com-
munication request which include a source for the communication, the destination for the
communication and, on each fiber in the path, an unallocated bandwidth sufficient to ac-
commodate the required number of subcarriers for the communication. This process of
determining the route and the spectrum for the communication request is known as the
Routing and Spectrum allocation (RSA). The main purpose of RSA is to efficiently find
an appropriate path and assign a spectrum for the communication request, such that no
two requests are allotted the same bandwidth where one or more edges are being shared.
Also, each communication request should maintain the same bandwidth. The objective of
RSA is to maximize the number of connections on the network by minimizing the usage of
frequency spectrum. RSA mainly consists of three constraints:
• Spectrum Continuity Constraint: According to this constraint, the spectrum
assigned to each lightpath must be the same throughout the route. Thus the
starting frequency/bandwidth should be same for each request from the source
to the destination on all the fibers to be used in the lightpath.
• Spectrum Clash Constraint: This constraint indicates that any two lightpaths
that share a common optical fiber must be allocated with non-overlapping spec-
trum or bandwidth that is separated by at least one guard band.
• Spectrum Contiguity Constraint: This constraint assures that the subcarriers
allocated are contiguous in the spectrum [24].
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2.9.1 Spectrum Allocation in OFDM Networks
• Static Spectrum Allocation: In this method of allocation the communication
requests are known in advance. Once the connection is set up, it continues for a
long time. It is not concerned about any request that is made after the network
is deployed and spectral resources, once allotted, are never freed up.
• Dynamic Spectrum Allocation: In this method of allocation, new route se-
lection and bandwidth allocation takes place in response to the user requests as
they are received by the system. Once a communication is over, resources used
for the communication are no more reserved, that is, they are freed up, so that
it can be utilized for other requests.
Figure 2.11: Six node network topology
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Figure 2.12: Existing communication
Figure 2.13: Allocation of new resources
2.10 Space Division Multiplexing
Common techniques used in optical communication are Wavelength-division multiplex-
ing (WDM), Time-division multiplexing (TDM), Polarization-division multiplexing (PDM)
but these have almost reached their scalability limits now. In order to satisfy the exponen-
tial growth of data traffic, optical networks have come up with the strategy of exploit-
ing one remaining unused dimension, which is space. Increasing popularity and variety
of bandwidth-demanding applications lead to incremental exhaustion of available spectral
resources in currently networks. Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) architectures have
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appeared as an up-and-coming technology for overcoming bandwidth limitations.Space
Division Multiplexing (SDM) technology has attracted a lot of attention due to its superior
advantages for optical communication. One of them being it’s greater data transmission ca-
pacity as it can transfer larger quantity of information through a single optical fiber making
it both cost and time effective [25]. The difference from other ways of multiplexing and
in SDM is that, a single fiber is replaced with multiple fibers and is used in parallel data
transmission. As an example in the topology below, we have considered data to be flowing
from node 4 to 5, earlier we considered bidirectional edges for data flow, but now in SDM
multiple cores (four cores as shown in figure 2.15) are used to carry data from the source
(node 4) to the destination (node 5). This enables larger data transmission using the same
resource simultaneously.
Figure 2.14: Six node network topology
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Figure 2.15: One super-channel id divided into multiple cores in SDM
2.10.1 Types of Fibers used in SDM
SDM supports parallel transmission of optical signals propagating simultaneously for a
communication request. Numerous technologies have been introduced for SDM, as fol-
lows:
• Single Mode Fiber: Single Mode fiber optic cable the diametrical core is rel-
atively small. It allows only a single mode of light to propagate. Hence, as
the light passes through the core, the number of light reflections gets limited,
lowering the attenuation and creating the ability for the signal to travel further.
We can thus use SMF for long distance data transmission [26].
Figure 2.16: Single mode fiber
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• Multi Core Fiber: This involves multiple single mode cores bundled in the
same cladding. one-ring, linear-array, two-pitched, dual-ring, and hexagonal
close-packed structure are examples of few types of core placement structures
which has been proposed. One disadvantage of using MCF is that since multi-
ple cores are bundled together, signal impairments might occur due to crosstalk
between adjacent cores whenever signals are transmitted [9].
Figure 2.17: Multi core fiber
• Multi mode or Few-Mode Fiber (MMF/FMF): We find that multi mode fiber
optic cable has a relatively larger diametrical core which allows multiple modes
of optical signals to propagate. Due to this, the number of light reflections
created increases as the light passes through the core, thus allowing more data
to pass through simultaneously. But the quality of the signal is reduced over
long distances because of the high attenuation and dispersion rate with this
type of fiber. These fibers can be used for short distance, data transmission or
audio/video purposes in LANs [26].
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Figure 2.18: Fewer-mode and Multi-mode fiber
2.10.2 Ways of realizing SDM Transmission
SDM allows multi-carrier data transmission. Communication in SDM uses high-capacity
super-channels consisting of multiple optical carriers on multiple fibers (in multi-fiber
SDM) or multi-mode fibers. Each super-channel carries signals of a specific modulation
format and carries a part of the data traffic. In SDM, the optical carriers can be transmitted
using both spectral and spatial resources (SpRcs). Hence the super-channels can be formed
in both frequency and spatial domain using the best resources. There are a few models
which differ in the grade of spectral and spatial flexibility and are used in various scenarios
of data transmission [9].
• Fixed-grid/Single - It is similar to WDM network with an expansion in the spa-
tial domain. In this type of model, the spectrum is divided into fixed frequency
grids, and single-carrier transmission is utilized.
• Flex-grid/Single An additional flexibility is introduced in the spectral domain
by means of a flexible grid. The optical carriers can now occupy flexibly allo-
cated segments of spectrum which might vary to suit the user requests [9].
• Flex-grid/Fixed - In this model, the super-channels are extended in the spatial
domain. Here, within the same spectrum segment, the OCs belonging to a
super-channel can be transmitted using different SpRcs. The advantage of this
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model is that the super-channels cannot overlap in the spectrum domain. The
spectrum is split into fixed grids where the OCs can be flexibly allocated the
spectrum requested by the user. The same bandwidth allocation throughout
the channels should be maintained in this case. This model is mainly used in
MMF/FMF systems [9].
• Flex-grid/Semi-flexible - In this model, the super-channels are further extended
in the spatial domain by introduction of spatial groups. Here, SpRcs are divided
into some groups and only one super-channel can be carried through each group
within given spectrum window [9].
• Flex-grid/Flexible - In this model, full spectral and spatial flexibility in forming
super-channels is considered. [9]. Although this scenario enables best resource
utilization theoretically, it may lead to fragmentation of spectrum that is resid-
ual of unused gaps instead of fixed spacing which is generally not considered
for allocation of new requests. Therefore, implementation of this model is defi-
nitely possible but also is challenging from the perspective of efficient demand
allocation.
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Figure 2.19: Models used in SDM [9]
2.11 Optical Reach
When an optical signal travels over long distances through optical fibers, the quality of
the optical signal starts degrading after it has progressed a certain distance. Hence we can
define optical reach as the distance an optical signal can travel before the quality of the
light signal degrades to such a level that it becomes necessary to regenerate it. Various
factors affect the optical reach in a network, like, the type of modulation format of the
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signal, amplification of the signal, it’s launched power, etc. The longer the optical reach
of a signal, the less regeneration it requires over the network, hence serving the purpose of
using less equipment thus lowering operating costs [27]. However, expensive equipment,
such as transponders and amplifiers are required for achieving longer optical reach [27].
In (Fig. 2.20), if we a consider a light path from node 0 to node 5, the length/optical
reach of the light path is 1700 kms.
Figure 2.20:
2.12 Modulation Format
Optical fiber provides higher bit rate in long-distance transmission [28]. This can be fur-
ther improved if we utilize the advanced modulation formats. Optical-fiber networks can
transmit the Tb/s bits over few thousands of kilometers. It has been observed that an op-
tical fiber networking system can have an attenuation coefficient 0.2db/km for many T Hz
of bandwidth, exceeding the transmission distance than 10,000km and holding a capacity
of more than 10Tb/s [29]. Advanced modulation formats also improve the channel utiliza-
tion and capacity. Better performance of optical fiber can be achieved by using different
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modulation formats. One of the reasons why using flex-grid is advantageous is its distance-
adaptive nature. In flex-grid networks, the modulation format for each connection can be
selected individually during the process of allocation. Distance-adaptive concepts add a
new trade-off between optical reach and spectral efficiency. For example, modulations like
BPSK do have a long optical reach, but at a cost of a low spectral efficiency. QPSK provides
better spectral efficiency than BPSK. Again, other modulations like 16-QAM transmit the
same bit rate occupying almost approximately one-fourth of the bandwidth of BPSK, but
with a significant shorter optical reach.
From the above topology in (Fig. 2.20) where the length of the path is 1700 km, we
see from the modulation format table that 8-QAM is the best suitable format which can be
applied to the network.
Figure 2.21: Modulation formats [30]
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2.13 Literature Review
Krzysztof Walkowiak et al. in [9] discusses integer linear programming(ILP) optimiza-
tion models for SDM optical networks. The proposed models exhibit different ways of data
transmission through SDM, each characterized by different flexibility in the use of spatial
and spectral resources. They have also analyzed the details of the ILP models describing
the technological aspects of SDM. Their work is concerned with generic ILP formulations
that can be used to model various versions of SDM which can lead to the discovery of dif-
ferent ways of using the spatial domain available in SDM networks. The author describes
the types of fibers we can use in SDM networks for parallel transmission of optical signals
and briefly discusses the concept of super-channels. When a high-capacity super-channel
is transmitted over the network, it might consist of some optical carriers (OCs), which get
generated or terminated using devices called transceiver, using a particular modulation for-
mat and carrying a portion of the flowing traffic. The OCs in SDM can be transmitted using
both spectral and spatial resources (SpRcs). Authors have focused on channel based mod-
eling in this paper and described a few models through which SDM transmission can be
realized, namely Fixed-grid single, Flex-grid single, Flex-grid fixed, Flex-grid semi flexi-
ble, Flex-grid/flexible. They further formulate three ILP models and apply it to three SDM
scenarios, the first being Flex grid/Flexible. The main objective was to minimize the over-
all spectrum usage of the network to provision the demands, considering all the links and
SpRcs. The next considered model uses a Flex grid/Single scenario when each request is
designated to at most one SpRc on each link. Although the solution estimated by solving
this model satisfied all the constraints, it failed to address one major issue introduced by
SDM, i.e., Light path-to-Spatial-Resource (LtoSR) assignment. The last model discusses
Flex grid/Fixed scenario when all the SpRcs (fibers, cores, modes) are considered as one
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single entity while having the freedom of switching spectral slices freely. They compared
the optimal solution given by the thee ILP models and concluded that the first two did not
seem to be scalable when solved directly using exact methods, so they might as well come
up with a heuristic solution of it in future.
The paper [30] concentrates on a distance-adaptive scenario when the same connection
request can be transmitted with different modulation formats and is associated with differ-
ent spectral efficiencies and optical reaches. As spectrum fragmentation degrades the per-
formance (in terms of blocking probability), in flex-grid networks the modulation format
can be decided independently for each connection during the resource allocation process.
For example, modulations like BPSK, have longer optical reach, but have low spectral ef-
ficiency, whereas 16-QAM transmits same data using one-fourth of the bandwidth. The
paper focuses on the allocation of dynamic connection requests when they are received,
deciding its route, modulation, and the band to be allotted through Routing and Spectrum
Assignment (RSA). Zaragoza et al. reviews existing RSA proposals in the paper which ap-
ply to heterogeneous flex-grid networks, evaluating their blocking performance averaged
among services, their fairness in balancing the blocking probabilities observed by different
services. Simulation study has been performed to analyze the performance of two different
RSA algorithms namely blocking model and incremental model. The authors also propose
Partial-Sharing-Partitioning (PSP), that finds a compromise between network capacity and
fairness. The Partial-Sharing-Partitioning (PSP) scheme manages the spectrum in hetero-
geneous flex-grid network. When a request is sent, the PSP controller allocates it into the
dedicated partition for service. If infeasible, it tries to allocate it into the shared partition.
The request gets blocked if it fails to do so. In the paper, the authors compare the network
capacity and fairness performances for a set of previously proposed algorithms, reveal-
ing their merits in both dimensions. Results show that PSP algorithm performs better for
optimizing the network capacity, enforcing fairness among services.
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In the paper [31] Muhammad et al. discusses that for encompassing the capacity limi-
tation of the networks based on single-core optical fiber (SCF) and for attaining far higher
transmission throughput and spectral efficiency, research community researchers have come
up with the idea of exploiting the only remaining unused dimension, i.e., space. For assign-
ing of spectrum slices by the traffic demands in flex-grid networks, the well-known routing
and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem is modified to the routing and spectrum al-
location (RSA) problem. The flex-grid networks use multi-core fibers for spectrum and
core allocation during traffic demands. Due to the spectrum non-overlapping constraint in
flex-grid different traffic demands with common spectrum slices cannot traverse through
the same network link. Although, demands can be routed through the same link but dif-
ferent cores if they share some common spectrum slices [31]. The paper also investigates
the routing, spectrum and core allocation (RSCA) problem for flex-grid optical networks
formulates RSCA network planning problem using ILP. For a RSCA problem, all the traffic
demands in the network are known before i.e the requests are not dynamic. The authors
give an optimal solution for provisioning the demands through proper allocation of spec-
trum and core, while efficiently utilizing all the spectrum resources. The optimal solution
evaluates the number of spectrum slices required to serve a given traffic demand, and also
fulfill all the other constraints, such as inter-core crosstalk and spectrum overlapping simul-
taneously [31]. The paper gives a brief sketch of the crosstalk issue for networks with MCF.
To incorporate the inter-core crosstalk in the ILP formulation two different approaches were
proposed. First, slices with same spectrum cannot be assigned to different demands that
transmit through neighboring cores unless the crosstalk level at the receiver end is beneath a
given threshold. The other approach is to pre-compute the crosstalk values for all the paths
and choose a route with the value of crosstalk below a given threshold [31]. A scalable
and effective heuristic is proposed for the same problem. After observing the solutions,
they concluded that their proposed ILP model is flexible for small networks and low traffic
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but bigger topologies with high traffic demands efficient solutions within optimal time can
be obtained if heuristic algorithms are used. The applied heuristic strategy distributes the
traffic demands according to the required spectrum and path. To establish a new request,
the spectrum resources are gradually increased after every iteration until the demands are
met in the network. The results conclude that the proposed heuristic can generate a solution
which might be close to optimal solution in polynomial time [31].
The paper [15] gives an overview of the latest developments and possible approaches
concerning flexible optical networking and the observed advantages that spatially flexi-
ble networking approaches can contribute to optical networks. It refers to the capacity of
a network to dynamically adjust its resources, such as the modulation format, or optical
bandwidth according to the required bandwidth and transmission characteristics of each
requested connection. Klonidis et al. discusses the different channel allocation options
over the available fiber dimensions which are its wavelength, bandwidth or space approved
by the latest relevant technology advances and research efforts. Next, the possible flex-
ible networking approaches considering both spectral and spatial network flexibility are
commented on and discussed, identifying their benefits, limitations, and synergies [15].
The author says that the pure SDM approach of placing a spatial demultiplexer is prior to
a spectral demultiplexer to process and extract the spatially multiplexed data can also be
applied to the spectrally flexible networking systems. The last part focuses on network de-
sign, planning, operation, and control issues, addressing the latest advancements in flexible
optical networking, while also highlighting the primary research directions and required
modifications for the introduction of flexibility in the space dimension [15].
Wang et al. in [32] discusses that the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) technology enables the elastic and flexible bandwidth allocation in the SLICE
network [33]. When a user request requires multiple sub-carriers, consecutive sub-carriers
in the spectrum domain are allocated and overlapped without using the spectral gap or the
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guard-band frequencies [32]. Similar to RWA in WDM networks, the SLICE network de-
ploys the routing and spectrum allocation (RSA) process to serve the traffic demands [32].
The objective of the paper [32] is to study an optimal solution and also propose new ap-
proaches for the analysis of the number of subcarriers used in a general mesh network. The
authors present Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations for optimal RSA with two
optimizations goals. The first being, minimizing the maximum subcarrier index among
all the fibers, and the second being the minimization of the total allocated sub-carriers
over all the fibers, keeping five constraints in mind, namely, the traffic demand constraint
and Sub-carrier capacity constraint, Spectrum Continuity Constraint, Guard-Carrier Con-
straint, Sub-carrier Consecutiveness Constraint [32]. They also analyze the upper and lower
bounds for the maximum subcarrier index in a SLICE network. These methods improve
the bounds for the case with predetermined routing knowledge. Moreover, the simulations
presented in [33] review two other efficient heuristic algorithms, namely the BLSA or the
balanced load spectrum allocation and SPSR or the shortest path with maximum spectrum
reuse under different optimization goals [32].
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Chapter 3
OPTIMAL RSA FOR SDM OPTICAL NETWORK
UNDER DYNAMIC TRAFFIC
This chapter gives a brief overview of the optimum algorithm for handling a request for
communication in a data center network using SDM. As explained in the introduction, the
algorithm presented here appears in [16] and is given here for completeness.
• Introduction to the problem.
• Aim of our problem.
• Assumptions made.
• Idea of Virtual Node.
• Concept of Gaps.
• An ILP Formulation to solve the problem.
• Justification of the ILP.
3.1 Introduction to the problem
A network consists of nodes (representing source and destinations of data, typically com-
puters or data centers) and edges (representing fibers in the network). A cloud is a network
of data centers which handles customer requests irrespective of the location of the user.
The problem is to process a request for a file determine a strategy for robust data com-
munication. The data communication strategy must ensure that the requested file may be
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communicated to the node requesting the file even if a disaster (such as an earthquake or
fire) occurs. For maintaining a robust DC network, it must be ensured that the network
stores multiple copies of each file in different nodes of the network, so that at least one
copy of each file is available even after a disaster happens, ensuring no interruption of
services. In our investigation we are considering the dynamic scenario where a specific
communication scheme is determined in response to each request for communication. If
we consider a network of n nodes and e bidirectional edges, and set of disasters D, our
replication strategy must ensure that, for all the disaster scenarios where d ∈ D, and for all
the communication requests possible, it is possible to determine a fault-free path to enable
communication. The replication strategy in [16] determines how many copies of a file, (say
m copies ) is required as well how many data centers ( S1j ,S
2
i , ..,S
m
i ) should have a copy of
the file fi [16]. We determine the route for communication both primary communication as
well as backup communication when a primary path is affected by any disaster using an in-
teger linear program. In other words, the problem we are considering is to handle a request
for a file fi from a node t. We assume that, before the network is deployed, the replication
strategy that file fi is saved at nodes, say, S
j
i , 1≤ j ≤ m has been already determined. The
problem is as follows:
For a fault free network :
The communication strategy has to ensure that, for file fi, it is possible to have a possible
path, also called the primary path from some node S ji to t which may be used for commu-
nication using SDM. As we also intend to minimize the resources used, here we consider
three modulation formats along with their respective spectral efficiencies. We also take
into account the fact that if a modulation format has a higher efficiency, the optical reach
is lower. Our objective is to find the shortest viable path for communication, such that
the length of the path is less than the optical reach for BPSK format. BPSK format is
known to have the longest optical reach (9600 km). We have other modulation formats as
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QPSK (4800 km), 16QAM (2400 km) which can handle communication with lesser optical
reach [15] in a more efficient manner.
For a network affected by any disaster d ∈ D:
It must be possible to have a fault-free viable path, appropriate for communication using
SDM, called a backup path which avoids any disaster d that disrupts the primary path,
from some node Ski to t. Our scheme for the backup path ensures that when a primary path
is disrupted by disaster d, irrespective of the disaster, it must be possible to use the same
backup path for communication to node t. Since we intend to deal with a large set of com-
munication requests via a cloud connecting to DCs, spectrally and spatially flexible optical
networks are likely to be ideal candidates for ultra high speed communication needed for
data center networks. We use flex-grid fixed-SDM model for this purpose, since this is
technologically viable and yet offers great scope in terms of the choices for modulation
format, bandwidth used for communication and space multiplexing. Our proposed scheme
uses the idea of dedicated path protection to determine path for backup communication to
handle disasters.
3.2 Assumptions made
• We have already determined the replication strategy for our system so that the
locations for all the files f1, f2.. fn are known. In general, each file will be
replicated at several data centers, so that, if there are m copies of file fi, we
know that copies of file fi are saved at data centers S1i ,S
2
i ..S
m
i .
• The network uses OFDM for data communication.
• The network uses flex-grid fixed model for SDM networks.
• The network is supposed to already support a number of on-going communi-
cation when a new request for transmitting file fi to node t is received. The
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details of each existing communication are known to us, so that, for each on-
going communication, we have all information about the scheme for fault-free
communication and the scheme to handle disaster d∀d ∈ D.
3.3 The Objective of our algorithm
For our algorithm, we consider the set {S1i ,S21i, . . . ,Smi } as the set of data centers having
copies of file fi, and the set D for disasters that might occur, where each disaster is defined
by the set of edges which are adversely affected by the disaster. Our objective is to deter-
mine paths for the primary and the backup communication to handle the new request for
communication of file fi to some node t satisfying the following conditions:
• The primary communication will be from some node S ji ,1 ≤ j ≤ m, to node
t [16].
• The backup communication will be from some node Sli ,1≤ l ≤ m. Here j 6= l,
since a disaster can disrupt the source S ji used in the primary communication.
This scheme for backup communication cannot use any of the edges affected
by all disaster d ∈ D that disrupts the primary communication [16].
• The length of the path used by the primary and backup communication will de-
termine the optimum modulation format to be used by the primary and backup
communication.
• Minimize the number of subcarriers needed to carry out the new communica-
tion.
• Measure the cost of the resources needed to handle the new request by the sum
of the spectrum bandwidths needed for the new communication.
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3.4 Idea of Virtual Node
Figure 3.1: Six node network topology with a virtual node at 0
When a file fi is requested for communication, the source of the communication is not
specified. In other words, only file fi to be retrieved is specified. Our algorithm needs to
determine which node will act as the source of the lightpath. This must be one of the nodes
S ji ;1 ≤ j ≤ m that stores a copy of the requested file fi. To help determine which data
center node S ji (S
l
i with be the source, for the primary ( or backup) path, it is convenient
to visualize a new virtual node s and some new virtual edges from s as follows. For each
data center S ji ;1 ≤ j ≤ m, we visualize a single virtual edge from virtual node s to data
center S ji of length 0. This virtual node v does not exist as a node in the network. Since
all edges from this virtual node has length 0, it does not affect the optical reach constraint.
We can now use standard network flow algorithms to find a primary (backup) path from the
virtual node s to node t. Simply by deleting the virtual edge s→ S ji (s→ Sli), we can get
the primary (backup) path from S ji (S
l
i) to t.
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For example, (Fig. 3.1) below, represents a topology with 6 physical nodes numbered
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and a virtual node is assigned the number 0. The virtual node is not a
part of the original network but is a concept to enable the use of a simple single commodity
network flow algorithm. If nodes 3 and 4 contain a copy of the file to be communicated,
Fig. 3.1 shows that virtual node 0 is connected to all the potential data center nodes (node 3
and 4 in Fig. 3.1 ) in the network which are potential sources for the communication. Our
algorithm determines the optimal path from the virtual node to the requesting node based
on factors such as the distance from the requesting node, available spectrum on each fiber
in the path. We might then get the actual path for communication simply by deleting the
virtual edge. For instance if 3 is the first node in the selected path 0→ 3→ 5→ 6 from node
0 o the requesting node 6, the actual path for communication is that obtained by removing
the virtual edge 0→ 3 in Fig. 3.1)and give the path for communication 3→ 5→ 6 in Fig.
3.1)
3.5 Concept of Gaps
Figure 3.2:
Fig. 3.2 shows a six node network with data centers at node 3 and node 4 storing file
fi, and node 6 is requesting file fi. The edges 3→ 5 and 5→ 6 indicate that the path
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for primary communication is 3→ 5→ 6. We are using flex-grid fixed model for SDM
networks for allocating bandwidth to the new requested communication.
Figure 3.3: Available spectrum
Fig. 3.3 shows the available spectrum on the node 3→ 5 and node 5→ 6 where the
resource allocation should take place for setting up the new communication request.
Figure 3.4: Bandwidth allocation on available spectrum
The grey rectangular boxes in Fig. 3.4 depicts the bandwidth allocation on available
spectrum on node 3→ 5 and node 5→ 6.
In SDM, a single link from the source node to destination node represents multiple cores,
and each core should have equal bandwidth allocation over the spectrum. Fig. 3.5 shows
that the node 3→ 5 further gets divided into multiple cores (4 here) and are now responsible
for carrying out the communication. Similarly, node 5→ 6 gets subdivided into four cores
for the new request. Equal bandwidth allocation of spectrum takes place in all the cores
because of the flex-grid fixed model.
3.6 shows a bundle of fibers, representing an edge i → j (edge 3 → 5 in Fig. 3.6).
Selected portions of each fiber in this packet are already assigned to existing ongoing com-
munication, which means we cannot use them for the new request, rather we will have to
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Figure 3.5: Bandwidth allocation on cores of available spectrum
Figure 3.6: Gaps
assign the unused spectrum to the new communication requests. Fig. 3.6 shows a possible
allocation of spectrum using the flex-grid fixed-SDM model.The black boxes in the Fig.
3.6 represent spectrum which has already been assigned to some other communication. If
a new request for communication uses edge i→ j, the spectrum allotted to the new com-
munication must be within the bandwidths shown in Fig. 3.6. We call these permissible
bandwidths the gaps on edge (i→ j). In the situation described in Fig. 3.6, there are 3
gaps, where gap 0 has a starting subcarrier a0i j and ending subcarrier b
0
i j. Similarly gap 1
has a starting subcarrier as a1i j and ending subcarrier b
1
i j, gap 2 has a starting subcarrier as
a2i j and ending subcarrier b
2
i j. When a new communication is requested, a bandwidth which
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lies within one of these 3 gaps should be allocated. In Fig. 3.6 we select gap 2 according
to the bandwidth requirement of the requested communication.
3.6 Notations used in the ILP
In this section we outline the notations used to formulate the algorithm proposed in [16].
N(E) : set of end nodes (bidirectional edges) in the physical network topology.
Ed : set of bidirectional edges (i.e., links) in the network that are disrupted by disaster d.
Gi j : set of all gaps on edge (i, j) ∈ E.
C : set of core per fiber.
s(t) : source (destination) of the new request for communication. In this problem s is the
virtual node as discussed above.
B : a constant denoting the bandwidth requested, measured by the total number of subcar-
riers needed for communication.
k0 : a constant denoting the packing density for 16-QAM modulation format.
k1 : a constant denoting the packing density for 8-QAM modulation format.
k2 : a constant denoting the packing density for QPSK modulation format.
d0 : a constant denoting the optical reach for 16-QAM modulation format.
d1 : a constant denoting the optical reach for 8-QAM modulation format.
d2 : a constant denoting the optical reach for QPSK modulation format.
M : a large number.
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agi j(b
g
i j) : a constant for all gap g ∈ Gi j and edge (i, j) ∈ E that represents the starting
(ending) subcarrier wavelength of the gth spectrum gap on edge (i, j).
`i j : a constant denoting the length of the edge (i, j) ∈ E.
nP : number of subcarriers needed for the primary communication.
nB : number of subcarriers needed for the backup communication.
`P : a variable denoting the length of the path used by the primary communication scheme.
`B : a variable denoting the length of the path used by the backup communication scheme.
θ(ω) : an integer variable representing the starting subcarrier number of the new request
for the primary (backup) communication scheme.
φ(ψ) : an integer variable representing the ending subcarrier number of the new request
for the primary (backup) communication scheme.
FP0 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses 16-QAM format;
0 otherwise.
FP1 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses 8-QAM format;
0 otherwise.
FP2 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication uses QPSK format; 0
otherwise.
GP1 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication may use 8-QAM
format; 0 otherwise.
GP2 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the primary communication may use QPSK format;
0 otherwise.
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FB0 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the backup communication uses 16-QAM format;
0 otherwise.
FB1 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the backup communication uses 8-QAM format;
0 otherwise.
FB2 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the backup communication uses QPSK format; 0
otherwise.
GB1 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the backup communication uses 8-QAM format;
0 otherwise. This includes the possibility that FB0 = 1
GB2 : a binary variable with a value 1 if the backup communication uses QPSK format; 0
otherwise. This includes the possibility that FB0 = 1 or F
B
1 = 1
qd : a binary variable with a value 1 if disaster d affects the primary communication; 0
otherwise.
wdi j : a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E where wdi j =1 if edge (i, j) appears in the path
used to handle disaster d; 0 otherwise.
xi j(yi j) : a binary variable for all edge (i, j) ∈ E where xi j = 1(yi j = 1) if the path used by
primary (backup) communication scheme for the new request uses edge (i, j) ;
0 otherwise.
xgi j(y
g
i j) : a binary variable for all gap g ∈ G and edge (i, j) ∈ E edge where xgi j =1 if gap
g on edge (i, j) is used by the primary (backup) communication scheme; 0
otherwise.
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3.7 Formulation of ILP for optimal solution
The ILP given below is proposed in [16] determines the optimal primary and backup
communication to communicate file fi to node t. The ILP determines the path for the
primary (backup) communication scheme, such that the total spectrum needed is as low
as possible. In the description below set of constraints, the constraint number with sub
notation alphabetical a denotes the constraint for primary path, whereas the one’s with
alphabetical b denotes the constraints for the backup path.
Objective Function
minimize(φ −θ)+(ψ−ω) (3.1)
Subject to
1. Flow balance equations must be satisfied by the primary path used for the pri-
mary communication (backup path used when disaster d happens,∀d ∈ D )
∑
j:(i, j)∈E
xi j− ∑
j:( j,i)∈E
x ji =

1, if i = s,
−1, if i = t, ∀i ∈ N
0, otherwise.
(3.2)
∑
j:(i, j)6∈Ed
wdi j− ∑
j:( j,i)6∈Ed
wdji =

qd, if i = s,
−qd, if i = t, ∀i ∈ N
0, otherwise.
(3.3)
2. Set qd = 1 if disaster d disrupts the primary communication. Otherwise qd must
be set to 0.
qd ≥ xi j ∀(i, j) ∈ Ed, d ∈ D (3.4)
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qd ≤ ∑
i, j:(i, j)∈Ed
xi j ∀d ∈ D (3.5)
3. Determine the backup path to be used when any disaster interrupts the primary
path.
yi j ≤ (1−qd).M +wdi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D (3.6)
yi j ≥ wdi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E, d ∈ D (3.7)
yi j ≤∑
d
wdi j ∀(i, j), d ∈ D (3.8)
4. Find the length of the primary (backup) path.
`P = ∑
i, j:(i, j)∈E
xi j.`i j (3.9a)
`B = ∑
i, j:(i, j)∈E
yi j.`i j (3.9b)
5. Determine whether 16-QAM is the best modulation format to be used in pri-
mary (backup) communication.
M.FP0 ≥ (d0− `P) (3.10a)
M.FB0 ≥ (d0− `B) (3.10b)
M.(1−FP0 )≥ (`P−d0) (3.11a)
M.(1−FB0 )≥ (`B−d0) (3.11b)
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6. Find the number of subcarriers needed for primary (backup) communication if
16-QAM is the best modulation format
nP ≥ FP0 .B/k0 (3.12a)
nB ≥ FB0 .B/k0 (3.12b)
nP ≤M(1−FP0 )+B/k0 (3.13a)
nB ≤M(1−FB0 )+B/k0 (3.13b)
7. Determine whether 8-QAM may be used for primary (backup) communication.
M.GP1 ≥ (d1− `P) (3.14a)
M.GB1 ≥ (d1− `B) (3.14b)
M.(1−GP1 )≥ (`P−d1) (3.15a)
M.(1−GB1 )≥ (`B−d1) (3.15b)
8. Determine whether 8-QAM is the best modulation format to be used for pri-
mary (backup) communication.
FP1 ≤ GP1 (3.16a)
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FB1 ≤ GB1 (3.16b)
FP1 ≤ 1−FP0 (3.17a)
FB1 ≤ 1−FB0 (3.17b)
FP1 ≥ GP1 −FP0 (3.18a)
FB1 ≥ GB1 −FB0 (3.18b)
9. Find the number of subcarriers needed for primary (backup) communication if
8-QAM is the best modulation format
nP ≥ FP1 .B/k1 (3.19a)
nB ≥ FB1 .B/k1 (3.19b)
nP ≤M(1−FP1 )+B/k1 (3.20a)
nB ≤M(1−FB1 )+B/k1 (3.20b)
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10. Determine whether QPSK may be used for primary (backup) communication.
M.GP2 ≥ (d2− `P) (3.21a)
M.GB2 ≥ (d2− `B) (3.21b)
M.(1−GP2 )≥ (`P−d2) (3.22a)
M.(1−GB2 )≥ (`B−d2) (3.22b)
11. Determine whether QPSK is the best modulation format to be used for primary
(backup) communication.
FP2 ≤ GP2 (3.23a)
FB2 ≤ GB2 (3.23b)
FP2 ≤ 1−FP0 (3.24a)
FB2 ≤ 1−FB0 (3.24b)
FP2 ≤ 1−FP1 (3.25a)
FB2 ≤ 1−FB1 (3.25b)
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FP2 ≥ GP2 −FP0 −FP1 (3.26a)
FB2 ≥ GB2 −FB0 −FB1 (3.26b)
12. Only one modulation format is assigned for one request.
FP0 +F
P
1 +F
P
2 = 1 (3.27a)
FB0 +F
B
1 +F
B
2 = 1 (3.27b)
13. Find the number of subcarriers needed for primary (backup) communication if
QPSK is the best modulation format
nP ≥ FP2 .B/k2 (3.28a)
nB ≥ FB2 .B/k2 (3.28b)
nP ≤M(1−FP2 )+B/k2 (3.29a)
nB ≤M(1−FB2 )+B/k2 (3.29b)
14. Exactly one spectrum gap of one core must be used on each fiber on the path
used for the primary (backup) communication of the new request.
∑
g∈G
xgi j = xi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E (3.30a)
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∑
g∈G
ygi j = yi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E (3.30b)
15. The starting subcarrier of the primary (backup) communication for the new
request must be greater than or equal to the starting subcarrier of the gth gap on
edge (i, j).
θ ≥ agi j.xgi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ G (3.31a)
ω ≥ agi j.ygi j ∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ G (3.31b)
16. The ending subcarrier of the primary (backup) communication for the new re-
quest must be less than or equal to the ending subcarrier of the gth gap on edge
(i, j).
φ ≤ bgi j +M.(1− xgi j) ∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ G (3.32a)
ψ ≤ bgi j +M.(1− ygi j) ∀(i, j) ∈ E, g ∈ G (3.32b)
17. The total number of subcarriers on all gaps and cores used by the primary
(backup) communication must be greater than or equal to the required band-
width.
(φ −θ +1)≥ nP/|C| (3.33a)
(ψ−ω+1)≥ nB/|C|−M(1−q) (3.33b)
q≥ qd ∀d (3.33c)
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q≤∑
d
qd (3.33d)
psi≤M.q (3.33e)
18. The value of the ending subcarrier φ (ψ) should be greater than that of the
value of the starting subcarrier θ (ω) of the primary (backup) communication
for the new request of the gth gap on edge (i, j).
φ ≥ θ (3.34a)
ψ ≥ ω (3.34b)
3.7.1 Justification of ILP
Along with establishing a route for primary as well as backup communication during
disasters for the new communication request, the objective function of our algorithm is to
minimize the resource usage for the new communication request by minimizing the sum
of the spectrums used for the primary and backup communication. This is calculated by
φ −θ for the primary communication and ψ−ω for the backup communication.
Constraint 3.2 corresponds to the flow conservation equation for the primary path for the
new communication request where xi j is a binary variable (0/1). It’s value becomes 1 if the
link (i→ j) ∈ E is used in the primary path for the new communication request; otherwise
xi j is 0.
When a disaster affects any node or edge in the network used for the primary commu-
nication, a backup path needs to be established, to ensure the normal data flow. Constraint
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3.6 to 3.7 calculates the route for backup communication. When disaster d happens, qd is
set to 1; otherwise it is 0. If qd = 0, constraint 3.3 ensures that wdi j = 0. The value of w
d
i j is
later required in 3.6 and 3.7 to determine a backup path.
In constraint 3.4 and 3.5, qd , d ∈ D, is set to 1 when a disaster affects the primary
communication; 0 otherwise.
If qd = 0, wdi j in constraint 3.3 becomes equal to 0 which means constraints in 3.6 and 3.7
become yi j ≤M and yi j ≥ 0, which are both trivial constraints. Again, if qd = 1, constraint
3.6 and 3.7 become yi j ≤ wdi j and yi j ≥ wdi j, so that yi j = wdi j. In other words, the path for
the backup communication is defined by yi j , which avoids all disasters that affect the path
for the primary communication and thus sets up a new path for backup communication.
Constraint 3.9a and 3.9b determines the length of the primary and backup path.
Constraints 3.10a (3.10b), and 3.11a (3.11b) ensure that FP0 (F
B
0 ) = 1, if the length of
the path for the primary (backup) communication does not exceed the optical reach d0 for
16-QAM modulation format, otherwise FP0 (F
B
0 ) = 0. If F
P
0 (F
B
0 ) = 1, constraints 3.12a
(3.12b) and 3.13a (3.13b) ensure that the number of subcarriers or nP(nB) = B/k0; other-
wise, constraints 3.12a (3.12b) and 3.13a (3.13b) become trivial. Thus, if 16-QAM can be
used, the number of subcarriers nP is determined by the packing density for 16-QAM.
Constraints 3.14a (3.14b), and 3.15a (3.15b) ensure that GP1 (G
B
1 ) = 1, if the length of the
path for the primary (backup) communication does not exceed the optical reach d1 for 8-
QAM modulation format, otherwise GP1 (G
B
1 ) = 0. If the length of the path for the primary
(backup) communication does not exceed the optical reach d0 for 16-QAM modulation
format, clearly it does not exceed the optical reach d1 for 8-QAM modulation format.
Therefore, if FP0 = 1 (F
B
0 = 1) G
P
1 = 1 (G
B
1 = 1). Constraints 3.16a, 3.17a, 3.18a ensure that
if FP0 = 1 (i.e., 16-QAM may be used) F
P
1 = 0; Otherwise, if G
P
1 = 0, F
P
1 = 0; otherwise
FP1 = 1. This may be achieved using a non-linear constraint F
P
1 = (G
P
1 = 1)∧ (FP0 = 0).
Constraints 3.16a, 3.17a, 3.18a is the linear equivalent of the non-linear constraint. A
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similar argument is applicable for the backup path.
Constraints 3.19a (3.19b) and 3.20a (3.20b) determines the number of subcarriers needed
if the primary (backup) communication uses 8-QAM as the modulation format to carry out
the new communication request.
Similarly, constraints 3.21a (3.21b), and 3.22a (3.22b) ensure that GP2 (G
B
2 ) = 1, if the
length of the path for the primary (backup) communication does not exceed the optical
reach d2 for QPSK modulation format, otherwise GP2 (G
B
2 ) = 0.
A more detailed explanations about the choice of modulation format for the new re-
quested communication would be, constraints 3.14a (3.14b) and 3.15a (3.15b) are similar
to constraints 3.10a (3.10b) and 3.11a (3.11b) and ensure that GP1 (G
B
1 ) = 1, if the length
of the path for the primary (backup) communication does not exceed the optical reach d1
for 8-QAM; otherwise GP1 (G
B
1 ) = 0. In other words, if G
P
1 (G
B
1 ) = 1, 8-QAM may be used
for the primary (backup) communication. If the length of the path for the primary (backup)
communication does not exceed the optical reach d0 for 16-QAM, it clearly does not ex-
ceed the optical reach d1 for 8-QAM. Therefore, if FP0 (F
B
0 ) = 1, G
P
1 (G
B
1 ) will always be
1. Our objective is to make sure that we should use 16-QAM, if possible; otherwise, we
should use 8-QAM. In other words, FP1 (F
B
1 ) = 1 only when F
P
0 (F
B
0 ) = 0 and G
P
1 (G
B
1 ) = 1;
otherwise it is 0. It may be readily verified that constraints 3.16a (3.16b), 3.17a (3.17b) and
3.18a (3.18a) ensures that this condition is satisfied. Constraints 3.21a (3.21b) and 3.22a
(3.22b) are like constraints 3.14a (3.14b) and 3.15a (3.15b) and ensure that GP2 (G
B
2 ) = 1, if
the length of the path for the primary (backup) communication does not exceed the optical
reach d2 for QPSK; otherwise GP2 (G
B
2 ) = 0. To determine F
P
2 (F
B
2 ) we use a technique
similar to that for FP1 (F
B
1 ). Here we need to ensure that F
P
2 (F
B
2 ) = 1 only when G
P
2 (G
B
2 ) =
1 (i.e., QPSK may be used) and FP1 (F
B
1 ) = 0 (i.e., 8-QAM cannot be used) and F
P
0 (F
B
0 ) =
1 (i.e., 16-QAM cannot be used). It may be verified that constraints 3.23a (3.23b) to 3.26a
(3.26b) ensures that this condition is satisfied.
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3.27a (3.27b) ensures that only one modulation format is assigned for one request operat-
ing that time. Assignment of modulation format happens on determination of the distance
of the route requested and the optical reach of the respective format. Only one among
FP0 /F
P
1 /F
P
2 can be 1 for a certain request.
3.28a (3.28b) and 3.29a (3.29b) determines the number of subcarriers needed if the pri-
mary (backup) communication uses QPSK as the modulation format to carry out the new
request.
Constraint 3.30a (3.30b) ensures that exactly one gap on the spectrum is used for the
primary (backup) path in communication.
Constraints 3.31a (3.31b) states that the starting subcarrier frequency of the new primary
(backup) communication should be always equal to or greater than the starting subcarrier
frequency of the gap g ∈ G on fiber (i→ j),∀(i→ j) ∈ E.
Constraint 3.32a (3.32b) states that the ending subcarrier frequency of the new primary
(backup) communication should always be less than or equal to the ending subcarrier fre-
quency of the gap g ∈ G on fiber (i→ j),∀(i→ j) ∈ E. If the new primary (backup)
communication uses the gth gap on the fiber (i→ j),∀(i→ j) ∈ E then the value of xgi j(ygi j)
becomes 1. Thus the right hand side of the constraint 3.16a (3.16b) equals the ending fre-
quency of the gap (i.e., bgi j) and hence the ending frequency of the communication is less
than or equal to the ending frequency of the gap g. But if the new primary (backup) com-
munication does not use the gth gap on the fiber (i→ j),∀(i→ j) ∈ E then the value of
xgi j(y
g
i j) becomes 0. Since M is a large constant, the right hand side of the constraint 3.16a
(3.16b) becomes a very large quantity. The left hand side of constraint will always be less
than the right side of the constraint.
Constraints 3.33a (3.33b) determines that the total number of subcarriers on all gaps and
cores used by the primary (backup) communication must be greater than or equal to the
required bandwidth of the new communication request.
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Constraints 3.33c, 3.33d, refeq31e makes sure that if primary path does not come across
any node where disaster has happened, that is qd is 0 where d ∈ all the nodes affected by
disaster, then no paths for backup will be created, hence evaluation of ending values for
gap for backup path is also not necessary. But if a disaster happens, assigning a value of 1
to qd , q becomes 1 as well. As psi is forced to be less than M which is a very large number,
we determine the actual value of psi from constraint 3.32b.
Constraints 3.34a (3.34b) ensure that the value of the ending subcarrier denoted by φ
(ψ) should be greater than that of the value of the starting subcarrier θ (ω) of the primary
(backup) communication for the new request of the gth gap on the edge (i, j).
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Chapter 4
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
One of the efficient techniques in computer networking that are used to study and analyze
the performance of an algorithm developed for a specific problem is simulation. By using a
network simulator, one does not need to deploy a network physically. The ILP formulation
evaluated in this research generates an optimal solution, which can be used as a benchmark
for the other heuristics. The primary objective of this simulation study was to evaluate the
proposed ILP formulation.
The important metric for our studies is the blocking probability, defined as the ratio of
the number of requests for communication which could not be handled by the network (due
to lack of spectral resources) to the total number of requests for communication.
We have carried out several sets of experiments to study our formulation. For the exper-
iments we have used three networks - a 8-node network, an 11-node network (the COST-
239 network) and 14-node network (the NSFNET). In our experiments, if two nodes x and
y in a network has an edge, x→ y, it means that these two nodes are connected using bi-
directional optical fibers with multiple cores. For each such network link, available spectral
resources are divided into fixed slices or slots, where each slice may be used by a subcarrier
having the corresponding carrier wavelength. We have carried out experiments consider-
ing 50, 70 and 90 slices per fiber and compared the resource utilization and the blocking
probability in all the networks with multiple demand sets. We have also carried out ex-
periments on the 8-node, the 11-node and the 14-node network having 4, 6 and 7 cores in
each fiber and compared the resource utilization and blocking probability. For processing a
communication request, we need input data such as the file requested, the destination node
(i.e., the node requesting the file), information about the replication strategy (i.e, which
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data centers contain copies of file fi for all files fi), a definition of the disasters that may
affect the network.
4.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 4.1: Flow diagram for experimental setup
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The objective of the ILP described in Chapter III is to find an optimal scheme for han-
dling a request for communication. This means that, for the new request, the ILP deter-
mines
• a primary path that is used for communication when the network is fault-free,
• a backup path, that avoids the disasters that affects the primary path, which will
be used when the primary path is not usable, and
• a scheme to determine the subcarrier wavelengths and the cores that will be
used for communication.
The objective for the scheme is that the total amount of spectrum used is as small as possi-
ble.
We have used a simulator, written in C, that uses the IBM ILOG CPLEX to determine the
blocking probability under different scenarios. CPLEX is a tool developed by IBM [34],
which can be used to solve linear optimization problems, commonly known as Linear
Programming (LP) problems, including Integer linear programming (ILP). CPLEX Op-
timizer provides flexible, high-performance mathematical programming solvers for linear
programming, quadratic programming (QP) problem, quadratically constrained program-
ming (QCP) and mixed integer programming (MIP) problems [34]. A simplified block
diagram for the simulator is shown in Figure 4.1.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the input to the simulator as the following:
• a file containing a definition of the network topology, consisting of the list of
nodes in the network and the list of edges in the network, each edge represent-
ing a bidirectional fiber link.
• a file defining the data centers. This includes which nodes are data centers and
which data centers contain file.
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• a file defining the disasters to be considered. Each disaster is defined as a set
of edges which become inoperative when that disaster takes place.
• a file containing the spectrum and other information giving the number of slots
per fiber and the number of cores in each fiber.
• a file containing many requests. Each request consists of a) the file requested,
b) the node requesting the file, and c) the required data rate for communication,
specified by the number of subcarriers needed. In our discussions below this
will be called the request file.
The simulator maintains an internal database that includes the information in the first
four input files mentioned above. The internal database also contains the current network
state - defined by the spectrum used on each core of each fiber in the network. When the
simulator starts, the network is “empty” in the sense that no spectrum is initially allotted
to any communication. When a new request for communication is processed and resources
are available to handle the request, the network state is updated to include the spectrum
resources allotted to set up the spectrums that must be reserved to handle the new request.
The first step (shown in the first block) of our simulator reads the first four input files.
Then the simulator enters into a loop that iterates until all the requests in the request file
have been considered (condition for continuing the loop is shown in the second block). In
a given iteration of this loop, the simulator
1. reads the next request for the request file.
2. generates constraints for our ILP to solve in order to handle the request cur-
rently being considered. These constraints take into account the network state,
the input files read, and the current request and are saved in a file of type lp.
3. invokes the CPLEX ILP solver. The solver reads the .lp file and attempts to
find, if possible, an optimal solution for the problem.
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4. If the solver is able to find a solution, the output generated by the solver is a
file that gives
• a primary path that is used for communication when the network
is fault-free,
• a backup path, that avoids the disasters that affects the primary
path, which will be used when the primary path is not usable, and
• a scheme to determine the subcarrier wavelengths and the cores
that will be used for communication. The assignment of subcarri-
ers is determined by the spectral efficiency of the modulation for-
mats (16-QAM, 8-QAM, BPSK) and the optical reach for each of
these formats.
The simulator reads the file generated by the CPLEX solver, updates the net-
work state and increments the number of successful requests.
5. If the solver is unable to find a solution, the simulator increments the number
of blocked requests.
When all the requests have been processed, the simulator exits the iterative process de-
scribed above. The simulator calculates the blocking probability by computing the ratio
between the number of blocked requests to the total number of requests provided for the
simulation.
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4.2 Performance Study
The topologies used for the experiments are:
1. a 8-node network,
2. the COST-239 network,
Figure 4.2: COST-239 network [35]
3. the NSFNET.
Figure 4.3: NSFNET [36]
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We present the experimental results in this section. We have studied how the efficiency
of the algorithm was affected by various parameters such as an increase in the number of
disasters, an increase in the number of data centers, an increase in the number of cores/fiber.
The simulation was carried out on a 8-node network, the COST-239 network (an European
network with having 11 nodes), NSFNET (a 14-node network in the US). The simulation
was done for 30, 50, 70 requests for a specified network topology. Each value in the graphs
shown below are based on the average values which we got after running a particular size
of request file 3 times, each time with different request files. We analyzed the blocking
probability and the resource usage as the network size increased, the number of cores per
fiber link increased, the number of disasters in each network increased, and the number of
data centers to handle those disasters increased.
Figure 4.4: Resource usage 11-node, 14-node network for 50 requests.
1. When a disaster occurs in the node which is requesting a communication itself,
there exists no destination where the file could be sent. Such disasters clearly
cannot handled and are excluded from the study.
2. After comparing the results of 8-node, 11-node, 14-node network for 50 re-
quests, from Fig 4.4 we observed that the resource usage of a network decreases
with the increase in the number of disasters for their respective networks. As
the number of disasters increase, the number of blocked requests increases.
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Since the number of requests that are successful, decreases, resource consump-
tion decreases.
3. If we increase the number of data centers in each network we observe that
the resource usage increases significantly. Data centers are located at a certain
distance from each other. Thus if a path from a data center gets blocked because
of a disaster, the file can be fetched from an alternate DC of the network. Thus
we can handle more requests which increases the resource consumption by the
network.
Figure 4.5: Blocking probability in 11-node, 14-node network for 50 requests
4. After comparing the results of the 8-node, 11-node, 14-node network for 50 de-
mands from Fig 4.5, it is observed that the blocking probability increases with
the number of disasters in each network. But again, the blocking probability
decreases as the number of data centers increases in each network, providing
more feasible routes for handling more requests.
5. We perform several sets of comparison on the NSF network as follows:
Fig 4.6 shows the resource usage of NSFNET with 2, 3, and 4 data centers, 2
disasters and 4 cores per fiber link. One of the objective of our algorithm is to
minimize the resource usage which we can clearly see from the graph.
• We observe that for 30, 50, 70 requests, the resource consumption
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Figure 4.6: Resource usage vs number of requests with 2 disasters and 4 cores
decreases with the increase in the number of data centers in the
network. Establishing more data centers help in finding a feasible
scheme for communicating files to requested nodes from locations
which are closer and thus requiring less resources.
• When we compare resource usage for 50, 70 and 90 slices, we
find that the requests that are blocked due to lack of free resources
using, say, 50 slices, can easily be handled when we increase the
number of slices to a higher value (e.g., 90). Hence, the total re-
source usage increases with the increase of the number of slices.
• Resource usage increases with the increase in number of requests
from 30 to 70. As expected, when the number of requests is in-
creased, the consumption of resources in order to satisfy them also
increases simultaneously.
6. Fig 4.7 shows the blocking probability (BP) of NSFNET with 2, 3, 4 data
centers, 2 disasters and 4 cores per fiber link. Another objective of our problem
is to reduce the blocking probability of the network so that we can process more
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Figure 4.7: BP vs number of requests with 2 disasters and 4 cores
requests. Thus from Fig 4.7 we see that the BP of a network decreases with
the increase in number of data centers in each network. Also, as expected, the
BP can be reduced when we increase the number of slices from 50 to 90, thus
enabling availability of more resources to successfully handle more requests.
Figure 4.8: Resource usage vs number of requests with 2 disasters and 6 cores
7. Fig 4.6 depicts the resource usage of NSFNET with 2, 3, and 4 data centers, 2
disasters and 6 cores per fiber link. If we compare Fig 4.6 with Fig 4.8 shown
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above, we observe that the resource usage decreases with the increase in the
number of cores for the same number of requests, data centers, and number
of disasters. For the same bandwidth, the resources required with each fiber
having 6 cores will definitely be lesser than that when each fiber has 4 cores.
Introducing the concept of cores in SDM thus helps us save resources. The total
bandwidth required to handle the same set of requests is less when the number
of cores is more. As expected, resource usage decreases with an increase in the
number of data centers in the network, decreases with increase in the number
of subcarriers/slices and increases with increase in the number of requests.
Figure 4.9: BP vs number of requests with 2 disasters and 6 cores
8. Fig 4.9 shows the BP of NSFNET with 2, 3, 4 data centers, 2 disasters and
6 cores per fiber link. If we compare Fig 4.7 with Fig 4.9 shown above, we
observe that the BP of a network decreases with an increase in the number
of cores, as more requests can be accommodated now with fewer subcarriers.
Also, the BP decreases with increase in number of data centers in the network
and increases with the number of subcarriers per core.
9. Fig 4.10 shows the resource usage of NSFNET with 2, 3, 4 data centers, band-
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Figure 4.10: Resource usage vs number of cores
width as 48, 2 disasters and 50 requests. This graph shows better comparison
of the resource usage of a network with 4 and 6 cores. For every demand set
executed, we found out that the resource needed was less when we increased
the number of cores from 4 to 6.
Figure 4.11: percentage increase in resource usage with increase in cores
10. Fig 4.11 depicts the percentage increase in the NSFNET for 50 requests, 96
subcarriers, 2 disasters and 2, 3, 4 data centers with 4 and 7 cores. From table
4.11 we see that there is approximately 7-8% decrease in resources used when
we increased the number of cores from 4 to 7, thus minimizing bandwidth
required.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusions
In our work we have studied an optimal algorithm for fault-tolerant communication in data
center networks using space division multiplexing. The concept of keeping multiple copies
of files in multiple data centers has been used to make our network more robust. Under any
circumstances of disaster or network breakage, our backup communication does not let any
disruption affect the normal communication. We use dedicated path protection scheme to
find an alternate route during the same. Also, we have applied SDM technology enabling
us to use multiple cores for data transmission. The application of modulation format fa-
cilitates improvement in efficiency in determining the subcarriers required to carry out a
requested communication. After comparison of results of multiple networks, we can con-
clude that, the BP of a network can be reduced by increasing :
(i) the number of DCs,
(ii) the number of slots/slices per core, or
(iii) the number of cores.
Similarly resource utilization in SDM networks can be decreased by increasing:
(i) the number of DCs.
(ii) the number of slots/slices per core.
(iii) the number of cores.
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5.2 Future work
Frequent occurrences of man-made or natural disasters render networks vulnerable to
multiple cascading and correlated failures. This has become a significant concern along
with the rise in data traffic and development of new technology. We have used the flex-grid
fixed model of SDM technology for designing a robust data center network. In the future,
we can incorporate the flex-grid flex model which is known to provide the best flexibility
among the existing models in SDM regarding allocation of spectral-spacial resources. We
have used dedicated path protection scheme in our work and possible improvements for fu-
ture includes using the shared path protection scheme (SPP) technique instead of dedicated
path protection (DPP) as this might lead to increased resource savings.
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